ENEL WINS THE OSCAR
COMMUNICATIONS AWARD

DI

BILANCIO

FINANCIAL

The Company wins the FERPI award in the Large Groups and Listed
Companies category
Fulvio Conti: “Comprehensive and effective financial statements form the
bedrock of dialogue with all of our stakeholders”
Milan, November 30th 2009 – Enel has won Italy’s “Oscar di Bilancio” financial
communications award in the Large Corporation and Listed Company category. This
prestigious award is handed out each year by FERPI (the Italian Federation of Public
Relations) to companies and organizations that have published the best financial, social
and environmental reports and deployed effective, ongoing and innovative
communications to all stakeholders.
The Awards Panel stated that it was rewarding Enel for "financial statements
characterized by high levels of detailed, transparent information. The company’s mission
and performance are effectively and thoroughly presented, not just with regard to the
accounts; environmental information disclosure is also comprehensive, and the
sustainability report has been further enhanced by being tailored into a specific section.
Notably, the company holds regular meetings with the financial community, and offers
an opportunity to follow presentations of its annual results and five-year business plan
via a streamed broadcast on its website. The company's corporate governance report is
comprehensive too."
Enel CEO and General Manager Fulvio Conti remarked: “We are proud to receive this
award. Major companies like Enel have specific accounting, environmental and social
reporting responsibilities to all of their stakeholders. Publishing comprehensive and
detailed company reports that are easy to understand and effective is the bedrock of
dialogue with our many stakeholders in 24 countries around the globe, and one reason
why 1.9 million shareholders trust us and have invested in our company."
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